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T BACKGROUND

1
The efficient movement of containers depends greatly on maintaining their standard
dimensions consistent and uniform. Changing container dimensions affects'the efficiency of
transporting them and thus their operations. Although morethari 85 per cent of the Worlds
container fleet is constructed to the ISO Series 1 standards, proposals for a second series
involving increased dimensions have been made during the past several years. The dimensions
of ISO Series 1 containers remained uncontested until the 1982 meeting of ISO's Technical
committee 150/TC 104 held in Bombay when pressure to increase the standard container
dimensions began. In the African region the Second Meeting of the African Regional
Organization for Standardisation (ARSO), held in Nairobi, Kenya in November 1983 adopted the
ISO Series 1 dimensions for containers as the African Regional Standard.

2
Today the transport world is witnessing an increasing use of larger containers in certain
trades. This has already reached a point where, apart from other economic and Operational
difficulties, the road and rail infrastructure in many developed countries are unable to
accommodate the transport of such containers into the hinterland without conflicts with traffic
regulations. Given these developments and contrary to discussions on container dimensions in
the past, governments in developed countries, especially those in Europe, are today increasingly
concerned about the developments towards larger containers and other loading units used in
combined transport. Africa will soon face the same problem, therefore, the governments have
to be put in the right picture as early as possible on future consequences of bigger containers on
the region's surface transportation systems.

3.
The growing concern in changes in container dimensions made it necessary for the United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) to convene the first global seminar in
November 1989 on the impact of increasing dimensions of loading units on combined transport.
The seminar resolved that a long-term strategy on maximum dimensions of loading units taking
into account all modes of transport, handling equipments and related infrastructure should be
prepared. It was agreed at that time that such a long-term strategy must be both realistic and
forward looking i.e. take into account:

(a)

the considerable investments made in combined transport equipment and
infrastructure, all over the world and;

(b)

the emerging general trade needs and technological developments.

4.
These issues were later studied worldwide by various governments, and international
organizations. ECE again called a second global seminar in September 1992 to discuss the
findings of the various studies conducted world-wide on the subject from the time the first
seminar was held. The second seminar, therefore, considered the economic and social
consequences of the introduction of larger than the existing ISO Series 1 containers and
determined whether standardization at the global level of new container generation, as discussed
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within ISO would be justified on economic and social grounds or whether other regional

solutions would be preferable. It was expected that the conclusions of the second seminarwouM
constitote a consensus between governments and industry representatives toavoid a proUferation
of oversize non-standard containers and reduce the wish of some governments being tempted to
Strive for bilateral or multilateral agreements, on containers dimensions. Recommendations of
the seminar is attached to this document as annex I.

5

ECA participated in the second seminar and the purpose of this document is to bring to

the attention of African countries, through the African Regional Standardization Organization,
Port Management Associations and other relevant subregional organi^tions dealing >itn
transport facilitation; the impact of larger containers on the various transport mooes m Africa.
The document can also be used by some transport training institutions in Africa as a basis tor
highlighting problems of standardization in containers and container transport.

CHAPTER II

CONTAINER
DIMENSIONS
A.

International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
and Series 1 container dimensions

B.

The development of non-ISO standard containers

C.

Statistical trends, issues, dimensions and the
development of containers
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II CONTAINER DIMENSIONS

(a)

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION (ISO)
AND SERIES I CONTAINER DIMENSIONS

6.
The International Organization for Standardization is a worldwide federation of national
standards bodies. Preparation of international standards is carried out through ISO's Technical
Committees (TC) and Working Groups (WG). Any developments on international container
dimensions are usually studied by Working Group 4 of the TC 104.
7.
The ISO Series 1 standards established by ISO/TC 104 in the 1960's led to the substantial
growth in the domestic and international container industry during the past two decades. During
this period, the container sizes which emerged as the industry's "workhorses" were the 40' long
by 8' wide by 8'6" high and 20' long by 8' wide by 8'6 high containers. Currently, more than
85 per cent of the 5.9 million TEUs in circulation are standard 20' and 40' dry freight
containers. In Africa, over 90 percent of containers traffic through the region's ports are the
40' and 20' types.

8.
In mid-fifties when containerization was introduced on a world scale, various sizes of
containers existed. It was recognized immediately that issues of interchangeability, compatibility
and intermodality would have to be dealt with if the system of mechanization of Cargo handling
and ph^cal distribution was to develop properly. This would require ensuring that containers
correspond to certain broadly accepted standards regarding:
Dimensions;
Ratings;
Specifications;
Testing,

Corner fittings;

Coding; identification and marking; and
Handling and securing

9.

The leading role in obtaining such standardization was assumed by ISO and by its

Technical Committee 104 (TC 104).

10.

In developing the concept of international standardization of containers, ISO took the

following criteria into account:

(i)

The dimensional configuration of the containers to be transported should
be compatible with the cargo to be handled and its capacity should be
attractive to the shipper and the carrier;
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(ii)

The container design should be readily acceptable to the rail, ocean and
road carrier groups and facilitate their ability to handle, secure and
transport the unit in an efficient and economical manner;

(iii)

The container should be designed to conform to the safety rules and
regulations of each of the transport modes to which it was exposed and yet
be simple enough to accomplish its assigned purpose without imposing
unnecessary cost or causing operational disadvantages;

(iv)

The dimensional and load limits of the standard container should permit
maximum penetration into the hinterlands of the continent within which

it would circulate and, therefore, would have to take into account the
restrictive limits existing in terms of the capabilities of one or a
combination of carrier modes;
(v)

The container standards should provide for a series of modularly related

sizes and capacities to accommodate a variety of transport and distribution
operations in the movement of goods to and from the major trading

nations as well as in countries with limited facilities and domestic
transport possibilities;
(vi)

The standard container should be capable of providing a common-

denominator between economically independent transport systems in
different countries so as to ensure minimum disruption to established
distribution patterns; and

(vii)

11.

They should be strong enough to support five other fully loaded containers of the
same type and rating under the conditions encountered in a ship's cell structure.

The work of TC 104 led to the publication of ISO 668 standard (see table 1 below)

which, although not ideal, took into account the requirements of rail, marine and road transport

modes and the main national transport regulations that existed at the time. This standard gave
guidance to planners all over the world in the development of the necessary infrastructure for
container handling and operations.
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Table 1. Series 1 confers flSO 668 standard)

Year

Designation

Length

Width

Height

Rating

8ft

8ft 6in
8ft
>8ft

30,480 kg
30,480 kg

8ft

introduced
1AA

1969

1A

1964

1AX

1979

40 ft
40ft
40ft

IBB

1974

30 ft

IB

1964

30 ft

8ft

1BX

1979

ICC

1974

IC

8ft

8ft

30,480 kg
25,400 kg

30 ft

8ft

8ft 6in
8ft
>g ft

20 ft

8ft

8ft 6in

24,000 kg

25,400 k£
25,400 kg

(from 1985)

1964

20 ft

8ft

8ft

24,000 kg

1979

20 ft

8ft

>8 ft

24,000 kg
(from 1985)

ID

1964

10 ft

8 ft

10,160 kg

1DX

1979

10 ft

8ft
8 ft

>8ft

10,160 kg

1CX

,

(from 1985)

12.
The standards on table 1 have changed little since their introduction in 1964 and have
acted as a catalyst in fostering the growth of containerization and multimodal transport. The
only significant changes incorporated into the standards were the introduction of 8 ft 6 in high
containers and an increase of a maximum gross mass to 24 tons for 20 ft containers.
B.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF NON-ISO STANDARD CONTAINERS

13.
It is imperative that the differences between ISO standard (series 1) and non-ISO
standards (Series 2) be clearly understood at the outset. Non-ISO standard containers do not
comply with ISO standards and dimensions. Their width often exceed 8 ft, such as 8 ft 2 l/2in
(2.5m) or 8 ft 6 in (2.6m) or are too long or too tall.

14.
There are three possible changes to the dimensions of containers. They can be longer
than the standard 40' container (over-size), higher than 8'6" (over-height or "high cube") and
wider than 8' (over width). A high cube container has approximately 12 per cent more volume

inside than a standard 40' container.

The rieWer 48* container, being used in North America,

offers 13 per cent more Volume than the 45' container. The use of ISO standards is Voluntary
within the transportation industry. Any firm can Choose to use different dimensions and/or
weights for their containers. In fact, it is the proliferation of non-ISO containers (particularly,
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in the United States with its 45\48' and 53* lengths and in Europe with its 8*6" (2.5m) widths)
which have pressurised the ISO to consider new container dimension standards.
15:
The shippers and carriers that serve the huge markets of North America, Europe and the
Far East, put forward the view that the old container sizes were not responsive to their emerging
needs. It was argued that ISO container sizes should not be based on the most confining design
parameters presently in place in every country. They recommended that a new generation of
containers be introduced that would stretch to the limit (and perhaps exceed) the physical
capabilities of existing transport infrastructures. Referred to as high cube containers, they would
offer more volume for the transport of low density freight. For instance, the rate of utilization
of a container was measured by the load space density (i.e, ton per cubic metre). The closer
the average density of the cargo to be transported is to the load space density, the better will be
the rate of utilization. Recent surveys revealed that the average density of packaged general

cargo is approximately 0.21 ton/m3.

In the case of Africa this norm may be less for the

relatively low density agricultural products from the region. Table 2 below shows the load space
density of various types of containers.
Table 2 Container load space density

Load Space Density (t/m3)

Container Type
20 ft x 8 ft x 8 ft 6 in
40 ft x 8 ft x 8 ft 6 in

40ftx8ftx9ft6in
48 ft x 8 ft x 9 ft 6 in

0.66
0.41
0.35
0.27

ESCAP study on problems of the introduction of high cube containers.

Source:

16.
The table shows the improvement in utilization rates as the size of the container increases
and explains partially, why the larger containers were introduced.
Several different
industrialized countries and developing countries, however, do not share this view. They are

quite content to utilize the available volume in the Series 1 containers.1
17.

The call for the establishment of a second series of containers was prompted by the

following developments:

(i)

The move away from 45 ft "piggy-back" trailers in the United States of
America to the use of 45 ft and longer containers and "stack" trains for

1
At its meeting in London in June 1989, TC 104 approved a new container height of
2.9m (9ft 6 in) for Series 1 length A (40 ft) and B (30 ft) containers.
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domestic cargo;

(ii)

Changes in the road regulations in some states of the United States of

(iii)

The introduction of post-Panamax vessels onto the Pacific services on

(iv)

The agreement (acquiescence) by India, Republic of Korea, Taiwan and
other economies to allow 45ft containers on their roads; and

(v)

The move by European sea operators to wider containers to accommodate

America permitting the carriage of longer containers and trailer vans;
which containers up to 48 ft long could be carried;

two "Europallets'1 side by side.

18

The deregulation of road transport, together with the desire to build larger capacity

containers to match the maximum carrying capacity of the landside transport operators as

permitted by changes in road or other regulations, led to the introduction of high-cube and super
Men-cube containers firstly in domestic services in United States and later in the trans-Pacific
and the trans-Atlantic trade. Indications are that this activity is expanding. For instance, while

the census of 1978, 1980 and 1985 showed that the share of 9ft and 9ft 6in high containers at

about 1.8 per cent of the world's container population, the 1986 census showed that their share
had increased to 3.1 per cent.

19

Taking into account recent orders by some major operators, as

well as new additions to the world's container population in general, it is expected that the next
census will show an even greater proportion of high cube containers. For example, about 10
oer cent of the 1988 container production in Taiwan and in the Republic of Korea was high cube

cTntainers. This amounted to about 7 per cent or 370,000 TEUs of the world's sterner

population At the same time, thenumber of 45 ft containers reached some 30,000 TEUs and
some container vessels have had their cells adapted to carry them, signifying a greater, albeit
reluctant, acceptance of this non-ISO length. Due to the lack of data in Africa it is not possible
to make a meaningful estimate of the present and future demand for inland movement of
containers in Africa, particularly those of non-ISO, standard such as high-cube and super high
cube containers.

20

This lack of data should be brought to the attention of the relevant government

organizations and agencies at the various regional and sub-regional meetings. Information on

high cube containers is currently lacking in the region as almost all ports statistics ^containers

only show containers in TEUs, but not by length, width or height. It is currently estimated that
out of the 2.0 million containers that move through Africa ports about 0.10 percent are non-ISO
type. They are concentrated mainly in the South African transport system-where, facilities are
available for their handling.

-6;

>k

.

rllOtt'i
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(C)

STATTSTICA]

21.

The census carried out by "Cargo International" in 1990 P™vided_^cal dataonthe

yearbooks.

Table 3 WflT1d c«nafofr transport

33

1979

41

1981
1983
1985
1986

47

56
60
64

1987

74

1988

78
111

1989
2000
Table 4

contact relation fin
hy lyngth (1990>
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Table 5:

World container population (in TEUs) by height (19901

Type of container
Height

Number

%

Number

Total

Other types

General Cargo

Number

%

%

102,674

1.7

60,081

1.0

162,755

2.7

8 ft 6 in

4,618,698

78.6

623,433

10.6

5,242,131

89.2

9 ft 6 in

380*231

6,5

38,780;

0.7

419,011

7.2

Other

960

0.1

49,227

0.8

50,187

0.9

Total

5,102,563

86.9

771,511

13.1

5,874,084

100.0

8 ft

Table 6:

World container population (in TEUsi by type (1990)

■~

—^-——

.

.

Type

p.

-—

Number

%

(TEUs)

5,102,563

86.9

155,958
277,465
69,480
58,581

2.7

Fixed flatrack

39,344

0.7

Platform

38,728

Europallet width

0.6
0.3
0.8

Bulk

19,485
46,302
21,951

Tank

44,227

0.8

Total

5,874,084

100.0

Standard
Open top

Integral reefer
Insulated

Folding flatrack

Ventilated

4.7

1.2
1.0

0.3

22.
Specific conclusions relevant to the African region which may be drawn from the above
tables are as follows:
it would be a considerably a long time before oversize containers replace ISO
Series 1 containers because of the large stock of ISO Series 1 containers on hand
(tables 4,5 and 6). All the same African countries must still employ some
flexibility and be prepared for adaptation of some of their container handling
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equipments as may be necessary.

At present, and may be up to the year 2000 (table 3), oversize containers are not
a major problem for African transport due to their limited numbers, Africa's
pattern of trade, the nature of Africans exports and because of their limited use
by shipping lines serving the region.

23.
In this context the following statement from the "Report of the Group of Experts on
Multimodal Transport" (Group of Experts meeting in Geneva 9-13 March 1992 chapter 1,
Paragraph 27) is quite relevant to Africa's case.
"Regarding developments in the field of container standards, the Group recognised
that many countries had invested and continued to invest heavily in equipment and
infrastructure to handle containers which conformed to current ISO standards. For this
reason the group also recognised the need for such countries to have confidence in the
stability of current ISO standards.
However, it further recognised that market
requirements in some specific transport corridors warranted the use of larger-than-currentstandard containers".

CHAPTER III

THE IMPACT OF BIGGER
CONTAINERS ON THE
VARIOUS TRANSPORT
MODES IN AFRICA
A.

The Problem

B.

The impact of bigger containers on maritime transport

C.

The impact of bigger containers on roads and road
transport

D.

The impact of bigger containers on railways and rail
transport

E.

The impact of bigger containers on inland waterways
transport
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m

THE IMPACT OF BIG CONTAINERS ON THE VARIOUS MODES OF TRANSPORT
IN AFRICA
A

The problem

24.
Many African countries are not sufficiently equipped to meet all the technological
requirements of containerization and container transport although they have been faced with a
growing volume of ISO Series 1 container traffic in the last three decades. The countries still
need to organize themselves individually or in groups in order to properly regulate their ever
growing container traffic, protect their own interests in container transport and at the same time,
profit from the many advantages introduced by new transport technologies including those related
to containerization and container transport.

25.
Due to the vast increases in port throughput generated by container ships and ro-ro
vessels, the establishment of container terminals in African ports became a necessity. But it is
noticeable that where throughput levels in some African ports are high, the complementary
services can, and often do, cause delays in the movement of containers to their final destinations.
In a number of reports prepared by ECA and UNCTAD in the field of container transport, it
has been acknowledged that there are disparities between developed countries and Africa in
terms of shipping tonnage (type and ownership), institutional and physical infrastructure, port
facilities, cargo mix physical distribution systems, material handling methods and capital and
labour factors. Such dissimilarities arise also between developed and other developing regions
mainly because of the differences in the stage of development, which creates a time/space gap.
Thus the desirable type of transport technology to be adopted at any one point may be different
at each end of the trade route.

26.
The introduction of high-cube containers is a case in point. Their introduction is creating
a time/space gap between the African countries and their trading partners. Consequently the risk
of premature technological obsolescence is already there in view of investment which many
African countries have made to cope with the operations and handling of ISO Series 1
containers. However, the African region may have to inevitably face up to the technological
change should it be found that the countries will in the long run benefit from the introduction
of bigger containers. When container transport was first introduced in Africa, the containers
hardly moved beyond the port boundaries. This was largely due to inadequate inland transport
infrastructure, but partly also due to administrative shortcomings, especially with regards to
Customs procedures, which were not yet adapted to the needs of container transport.
27.
Some of these problems have now been solved and movements of containers through the
major African ports into the hinterland is progressing well along many transport corridors.
What remains to be seen is whether the investments already made by many African countries
to facilitate container handling and movements will be of relevance to the requirements for
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operations with bigger containers.

28.
The impact of bigger containers on the various modes of transport in.Africa and the
implications they will have on maritime transport, roads, railways and inland waterways are
highlighted under the subheadings below.
(ft) The impact of bigger containers on maritime transport
1. Ship operations

29.

Due to the success of the ISO standard containers2 vessels were designed to carry those

of ISO standard. The proposed adoption of an additional 9 ft 6 in height limit for 40 ft and 30
ft containers would create problems with vessels, because ships built to carry 8ft 6 in high units
would suffer a reduction in the number of 9 ft 6 in high units that could be carried under deck.
Thus 9 ft 6 in high containers would have to be restricted for stowage on deck.
30.
Similarly, cell guides in cellular container vessels were designed for the carriage of ISO
Series 1 standard (length and width) containers. Super high-cube and wide bodied containers
would not be carried below deck without extensive modifications to existing ships. For this
reason, 9 ft 6 in high and non-ISO standard length containers would be restricted for stowage
on deck. This restriction would, in some cases, constrain the types of commodities that could
be carried in such containers or it might cause a higher insurance premium. The constraints on
under deck stowage could be overcome when replacement vessels were ordered through, for
example, the adoption of movable cell guides and hatchless vessels. Such innovations are
currently being adopted on some new ships. But noting the current size and age of the present
container vessels fleet, it is likely that the constraints mentioned above will remain for some
time.

31.
Shipping lines owned by many African countries carry containers mostly on deck and
may not be affected by the limitations being experienced by cellular container vessels. However
those African countries that may wish to include cellular container vessels in their fleets will
have to take into considerations the limitations they are likely to face in case they expect highcube containers in the routes of their trade. The 1990 edition of the Review of Maritime
Transport show that Africa had 4 cellular container ships between 1988 and 1990.

2
In 1969, an additional height limit of 8ft 6in (2.6m) was approved for 40ft containers.
The same addition was adopted for 20ft units in 1976. Currently over 90 percent of containers
in international trade are 8ft 6in high.
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2 Port operations

32.
The principal function of ports is to provide an interface between sea and land transport.
As a result, problems and constraints relating to the introduction of non-ISO standard containers,
therefore, arise in four main areas as explained below.
2.1 Quay cranes (gantry)

33.
Quay cranes were designed to handle ISO standard containers.
The principal
characteristics of the most common types of these are tabulated in table 6 below.
Table .6: Principle characteristics of quay cranes

Principal

Characteristics
Rated capacity
Outreach
Span

Backreach

Lift above rail
Wheel base

Inside

Type
A

30.5.35.6 tons
35.0 metres
16.0 metres
16.0 metres
25.0 metres
18.0 metres
16.0 metres

B

35.00 tons
35.00 metres
30.48 metres
7.50 metres
28.00 metres
16.75 metres
15.17 metres

Source: ESCAP Study on problems of the introduction of high-cube containers.

34.
Since the maximum permissible gross weight of 30,480 kg has not been changed, it can
be seen from table 6 that the rated capacities of the more common types of gantry crane are
adequate for handling the larger load units. Inside clearance is also sufficient to handle 45-ft
containers but this is done, to some extent, at the expense of the built-in safety margin. It might
be unsafe or even impossible for a number of present day cranes to handle containers in excess

of 48 ft.

35.
This problem may be overcome by installing a rotating spreader. Such a solution,
however, would require additional investment, maintenance costs and technical skills. The
weight of the turntable also reduces the lifting capacity of the crane under the spreader.

36.
High-cube containers could also create a clearance problem between the height of the
containers stowed on deck and that of the crane boom in the lowered position. For example,
if all the containers stowed on deck are 9 ft 6 in high, the clearance between the top of the stow
and that of the crane boom when lowered may be reduced to such an extent that the crane cannot
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operate. In at least one port in the United States of America, the height of the crane boom had
to be raised at a great expense by cutting all four crane legs and inserting an additional section
in each of them.

37.
Moreover, the handling of over-length containers could create a productivity problem.
It is possible to handle a 45-fl container with a 40-ft spreader because the corner castings of the
45-ft container, are also fitted at the 40-ft positions. However the use of corner flippers to
position the spreader would be impossible. This makes the positioning of the spreader more
difficult and loss of productivity could result. As long as the over-length containers are placed
on deck only, the distance between the crane driver and the container allows a good view and
it may not create too much of an operational problem. But if such containers are stowed in the
cells, the positioning of the spreader would become more difficult. This problem may be
overcome by adjusting the flippers so that they no longer fit around the corner but rather along
the side of the container.

38.
It would be useful to bear these operational problems in mind when considering
replacement of equipment. African countries whose ports are receiving a growing numbers of
high cube containers should carefully study the trend of ISO 2 Series containers through their
ports and trading routes as a basis for planning solutions to operational problems they are likely
to face with handling high-cube containers in their ports.
2.2 Straddle carriers

39.
Some makes of straddle carriers do not allow the stacking of over-height containers (9
ft or 9 ft 6 in) to the same stacking height (three high) of 8 ft 6 in containers, because of the
distance from the ground to the spreader, at its highest elevation, was designed for use with ISO
standard containers. The newer versions of straddle carriers are capable of stacking over-height
containers to three high. This fact should also be borne in mind when considering replacement
of equipment.
2.3 Transfer cranes ftranstainersi and the trailer system

40.
These are generally framed by a bridge-type beam and fitted with properly spanned
travelling legs. They are also fitted with wheels or tyre for running on rails or pavement. They
generally have a rated lifting capacity of 30.5 tons and are capable of high density stacking in
the container yard. Most rail mounted transfer cranes are of special designs which aim at
meeting the operational requirements of individual container terminals.

41.
As far as crane operations are concerned, little problem is envisaged. This handling
system, however, required tractor-trailer sets for linkage between the marshalling yard and the
shipside. In this respect, the handling of containers longer than the present maximum ISO
standard of 40-ft could create serious problems, particularly if the trailer is fitted with corner
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guides at all four corners at the 40-ft positions.

42
The use of flat bed trailers with no corner guides may be a solution. Flat bed trailers
may also be used to handle over-width containers. This solution, however, would result in
reduced productivity because positioning would be more difficult. Operational safety would also
be reduced because the container would no longer be properly secured.
43
Special trailers or modified existing,trailers are necessary for handling such containers.
Some simple and inexpensive modifications may be made to existing trailers to enable them
handle over-size containers and a number of terminals within the region are effecting these
modifications in-house.
1A Yard storage

44
Container yard layouts, both in sea terminals and inland depots, are designed' for the
modular sizes of ISO Series 1 standard containers. Such arrangement facilitates the use of
automated systems for yard management since the two area dimensions (X and Y) allow the

introduction of a modular grid system.

The introduction of over-length and over-width

containers departs from this system and requires another more flexible and more complicated

system of yard addresses. This creates yard planning and ship operation problems. In a number

of terminals, these containers are stacked in separate areas.
:

3 Implications tf bigger containers on maritime transport

45
The problems African ports and inland container terminals would face with handling
bigger containers are Ukely to be those of increased costs and reduced efficiency. Particular

problems are with lengths and widths of bigger containers. Proliferation of contamer sizes
would considerately compUcate storage and stack planning of containers in ports and container

terminals and would almost certainly require additional storage space for lead to reduced
capacity.

46

Given the considerable adaptation costs for ports to handle bigger containers, it has to

be recognized that African countries, which had just started to reap tlie benefits of large

investments in container port facilities dedicated to ISO Series I containers made in recent years
would be hard hit if they have to face adaptations/replacement of equipments to suit bigger
containers.

47.

From the commercial point of view, port and container terminal operators in many parts

of the world, including those in Africa, would not be opposed to attracting traffic of nonstandard containers, provided the considerable surcharge over the standard rate of handling non-
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standard containers would be borne by the customers3

In the case of AMcan ports the

unstuffing of such containers within port areas, at owner's risk, would also be considered as a
solution to the handling of non-standard containers especially where land transport would not be
able to accommodate their movements to the hinterlands.
C. The impact of bigger containers on roads and road-transport
1

48

Physical problems

The length and width of vehicles are constrained by the physical width of the roads and\

the width of the lanes as well as the curvature of the national road network. In addition, low

bridges underpasses, viaducts and low overhead wires may also restrict the height of vehicles.
Another danger of over-width containers is that motorists may be unaware of the extra width ot
the load unit, particularly during hours of darkness.

49

Physical alteration of the national road network may be necessary before non-ISO

Standard containers can be accommodated. Alternatively, the movement of such containers may

be restricted to suitable roads that are used less than others. Movement could also be restricted
to when traffic is lightest.

50

It should also be noted that when over-length containers are transported, it may be

impossible to use the twist locks, certainly not at the rear end of conventional trailers.

Containers may also surpass the trailer deck by several feet. Thus, securing the container to

the trailer in an adequate and appropriate manner is no longer possible and drivers may have to
resort to the use of ropes and chains as was done in the past. This, practice, which was quite
common in many African countries at the beginning of containerization, led to many security
problems and serious accidents owing to containers sliding off the trailers.
51
Special road-trailers are needed to carry these containers on the/oad safely. There are
special trailers in the market which are designed to handle specific over-length containers (e.g..,
45-ft) There are also telescopic trailers that can be used to handle containers between 20 and

45-ft This latter type of trailer, however, also has major disadvantages for African countries
such as the investment involved and the vulnerability of the trailer when used on bumpy roads.
52

Containers in Africa predominantly move between ports and production/consumption

centres ie on roads that are heavily used. The majority of such roads in Africa have at least
two lan'es and are, therefore, suitable for the movement of standard size and larger containers.

3

Estimated handling time by a leading European port of bigger containers is 3 times

larger than that for standard containers.
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They also have sufficiently wide shoulders provided as refuge for vehicles that are halted. The
problem of moving both standard ISO and larger containers exists over single lane roads which
are the majority of networks of many African countries. Fortunately containers are rarely
moved on such roads and where they are carried they ere unstuffed while on the road vehicle.

53
The lateral clearance of road overpasses and tunnels required for the carriage of
containers depends both on the height of the vehicle and the height of the container, plus an
operating margin.

54

Experience in Africa has shown that bridges often constitute bottle-necks to the movement

of standard containers. The situation will be worse with larger containers and measures that
would have to be taken to accommodate them such as strengthening of bridge construction,
rerouting of bigger containers and replacement of unsuitable bridges are all costly. Bigger
containers would have to be partly stripped or stuffed in port areas in order to stay within the
limits imposed on total vehicle weight, thus reducing some of the advantages of door-to-door
transport system.

55.
Road transporters which have experience in container operations may require new
purpose-built types of vehicles if they are to carry larger containers. This would mean an
additional cost in carrying out relevant analyses to determine the numbers and types of vehicles
required i.e. truck trailer or tractor semi-trailer conditions plus the cost of purchasing the
vehicles and the relevant handling equipments.

56.
Some sub-regional agreements exist on limitations on vehicles dimensions. A typical
African example is the agreement being applied by countries belonging to the Preferential Trade

Area (PTA), in Eastern and Southern Africa as shown on diagram 1. Such agreements may be
affected by the coming into use of bigger containers in Africa. The impact of larger containers
on road transport is complicated and can only be determined only after a detailed field survey.
2 Road Terminals

57.
Regarding road terminals, two main problems exist on one hand there are problems
related to the handling of large units and on the other hand there are problems related to the
stacking of such units.

58.
Handling equipments in many African container terminals are not fitted to handle highcube containers together with 20 ft and 40 ft units at the same time. A solution to this problem
is the additional set of 4 top corner fittings at 40 ft position as already foreseen by ISO. Most
containers destined to the ESCWA Region ports are of this type and African countries may
consider the some approach when the right time comes.

59.

With regards to stacking of larger container units, the main problem lies in the physical

Diagram I
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stacking of units of different sizes (e.g. separate stacks or a mixture of units in a stack).

Furthermore, stacking of different types of units requires more space which is not always
available in many road transport container terminals.
3.
60.

The implications of bigger containers on roads and road transport in Africa

In the majority of Asian, African and european countries the maximum permissible width

of road vehicles is limited to 2.5m. Exceptions exist in some European countries with insulated
load compartments (max. 2.6m). The permissable vehicle width in the PTA sub-region is
2.65m. This permissible vehicle width should be considered to be an African standard width
for road vehicles; since it compares easily with similar dimensions in Europe where most
containers to Africa come from.
61.

Height is mostly restricted to 4.00m and the maximum loading length of road vehicles

normally, do not extend beyond 13.60m in many countries.

62.
The introduction of larger containers, such as the proposed ISO Series 2, would thus
conflict with road traffic legislations in African countries. Even in the case of special permits
being issued for their transport on an exceptional basis, the road transport of such loading units
would require costly low chassis and articulated state-of-the-art vehicles in order to overcome
limited bridge clearances and prescribed turning circles.
63.

Larger containers would certainly increase the problem of overloading on road vehicles

resulting into excessive axle loads which are already a particular concern in many African
countries.

64.

In addition to its impact on road safety, any increase of maximum permissible dimensions
of road vehicles would not only entail enormous investments, but would also at the moment not
be acceptable by the public at large in African countries. The same applies to many other
countries worldwide.
D.

The impact of bigger containers on railways and rail transport
1

Background

65.
Historically, railways in Africa developed as monolithic organizations, controlling their
own facilities, performing all their operations and administrative functions, and unilaterally
determining what services to provide to an often captive market. Such an evolution faithfully

reflected the conditions of the past times. Since the advent of road haulage on a larger scale in
Africa, the share in railways in total transport, particularly in shorter distances has decreased
considerably in the region. The reasons for this are manifold, the most important being the
railway's inherent inflexibility, especially compared with road transport.
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66.
To what extent a deteriorating Quality of services rendered has also caused this reduction
in market shares cannot be established, although the factor may well have accelerated the current
movement away from railways to competing modes of transport. The introduction of containers
enabled African railways to take greater advantage of the strong points of the rail system and
to eliminate or at least reduce the impact of its shortcomings. This advantage has been exploited

by many networks in Africa as long as the containers coming into Africa were of standard ISO
Series 1 types. Most of the containers carried by rail in Africa are 40' and 20' standard
containers. Also containers carried by rail in Africa are not recorded by height and width as
in the case of ports, therefore, statistics on larger containers are not kept by railways in Africa.
67.
If railways in Africa are to carry bigger containers a thorough investigation should be
carried out to determine the extent to which improvements in existing facilities Would be
required. The various railways networks in the region have invested heavily in recent years to

accommodate the present standard containers and they are unlikely to be able to afford additional
investments to be made for the standard ISO Series 2 containers. The infrastructure and
equipments requirements which railways in Africa will need to improve upon are as follows:
2 Railway wagons

68.
Similar to road transport, the transport of non-ISO standard containers by rail is
constrained by the type of wagon used. If specialized container wagons are used (i.e., flatcars
with collapsible twist locks), it is likely that container lengths of 45, 48 and 53 ft may be
accommodated and properly secured.

69.
However, the length of the flat wagons themselves may create problems. For example,
if the flat wagon is designed to handle a 40-ft container only, the carriage of a container the
length of which does not confirm to ISO standard length may overhang both ends of the wagon.
This means that if two subsequent wagons are loaded with such containers, the clearance
between them might be reduced so much that the train would be unable to negotiate sharp bends
in the track.

70.

The Malaysian railway system, for example, already faces such a problem. Containers

of 45-ft length can only be transported on that railway if each 45-ft container is placed between
two 40-ft or a combination of two 20-ft containers.

71.
The freight rolling stock in any railway system must meet the most fundamental
requirements of shippers which include certainty of rapid provisions of the required wagons and
availability of wagons suitable for the transport service requested. Containers are carried by
African railways either on multipurpose wagons or purpose built low-sided wagons. Both these
types of wagons are only suitable for carrying ISO standard containers. The transportation of
bigger containers in the African railways network will, therefore, mean an additional cost of
reconverting some of the existing wagons or the purchase of wagons which can carry them.
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South African railways adds about 100 new wagons annually into its fleet to cater for bigger
containers.

3.

L-ofldfag gauge

72
The African railway network is made up of a series of secondary networks, mostly
national in character and often independent. They do not have the same technical specifications.
73
In particular,, there are nine gauges in Africa, of which only three are widespread: the
standard gauge (1.435m) used in northern Africa, making up 14.5 per cent of the Africans
networks the Cape Gauge (standard African track gauge) of 1.067 m is that of southern African
countries network, including Zaire, Sudan, Ghana and Nigeria (61 per cent); and the metric
gauge (1,000 m) common mostly in West and East Africa (15 per cent).
74

To be able to carry bigger containers, the railways systems in Africa must adhere to

certain minimum physical standards. The question of whether bigger containers can be earned

by rail in Africa is not primarily of track gauges but one of loading gauge, which must naturaUy
be sufficiently wide enough for the outside dimensions of bigger containers Apart from the

width of the loading gauge, the height and length of the larger containers will determine whether
they can be carried by rail or not. Concerning the load profile, problems will definitely anse
with the carriage of larger containers, especially in railways which cross the African portion of
Rift Valley namely: the Ethiopian/Djibouti Railways, Kenya Railways, Tanzania Railways
including Tanzania Zambia Railways(TAZARA) etc. These railways cross very difficult terrain
with numerous curves.

75

The height of high cube containers may represent the most serious problem for the

transport of such containers by rail.

The transport of 9ft or 9 ft 6 in high containers is

impossible in many countries because the wagon/container combination is too high to pass under
some bridges or through some tunnels.

76.

A number of solutions are available for problems of insufficient clearance they include:-

Lowering the flat cars by some 30 cm by using newly developed, high
performance, small diameter wheeled bodies where it is feasible to do so;
Lowering the rail track under bridges, viaducts and tunnels, and
Jacking up bridges or viaducts or cutting out the ceilings of tunnels.

77.

All these solutions require substantial investments which the majority of African railways

networks cannot afford.
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78.
The view has been also expressed that containers higher than 9 ft 6 in might create
stability problems when transported by train and that containers higher than 9 ft 6 in should be
prohibited for transportation by rail.

79.
In many African railways the problem of limitation of load profiles gains considerable
importance if tunnels and/or bridges are to be modified to accommodate the bigger containers.
With regards to existing long tunnels, any enlargement of their profiles to enable the carriage
of bigger containers would be extremely costly. Railways with electric traction having aerial
contact lines would also be affected as already experienced by South African Railways.
4. Axle loads

80.
Larger containers are likely to carry heavier loads into Africa because of their extra
loading capacity. Their export loads are bound to be lighter because of the low density of
African agricultural products. The bottleneck with axle-loads regarding the carriage of bigger
containers by rail in Africa is, therefore, likely to be on their inwards journeys. The average
axle loading in the majority of African railways range between 12 tons and 22 tons.

Larger

containers would only be carried in four axle wagons whose axle load may be reduced to
approximately 12-13 tons. While this might result in decreased problems in infrastructure
investment, it will also call for higher investments in rolling stock as the present fleet of wagons
owned by many African railways for the carriage of containers are suited to 20' and 40'
containers only.
5. Railway terminals

81.
Inland rail container terminals exist in several African countries with equipments for the
handling of standard size containers. The extent to which existing container stacking and
handling facilities would suit 45' containers is a different issue. This applies to cases like those
of Kenya railways where unit container trains are marshalled at the inland container depot in
Nairobi. In the case of individual wagon operations, especially those linked to private sidings,
consignors or consignees would have to make additional investments to provide handling
facilities for bigger containers especially if they cannot unstuff them while the railway wagons
stop at the customers premises. The facilities which many African railways currently have in
their terminals are mostly designed to handle standard size containers.

6.

The implications of bigger containers on rail transport in Africa

82.
Adaptations of the freight systems of African railways to take larger containers has far
more serious financial implications than those faced by, say, road hailers. If a higher container
is to be carried then the wagon platform has to be lower, if it is longer the wagon either has to
be longer Or else there will be a loss of operating efficiency. The average life of rail wagons
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is 30-40 years and the cost of replacing the container wagons fleet would be extremely high.
In the present market African rail networks should consider that the ISO Series 2 would not
attract a higher demand than the present 40 ft units. There is, therefore, no way the costly
investments in changes of wagons fleet would be justified, therefore, African railways should
not consider carrying ISO Series 2 containers in the near future.
83.
Tunnel and bridge profiles as well as curve radii makes the rail transport of bigger
containers difficult in African countries. In particular a combination of increases in width and
height of new bigger containers would obviously generate restriction. The adaptation of rail
infrastructure could only be possible over a very long period and for selected transport corridors
and would often entail substantial investments of which, at least today, the profitability has not
or been proven.

84.
The introduction of bigger units, such as the proposed ISO Series 2 containers, would
also for a considerable transition period, reduce the optimum use of rail container wagons built
to the specifications of ISO Series 1 containers, allowing only up to 60 per cent of the existing
wagon length to be used.

85.
It should be noted, however, that while railways in Africa would be prepared to
transport, under certain technical and commercial conditions, bigger containers, the additional
costs for such operations might be reflected in higher tariffs which might defeat the objectives
of many African governments to foster the transportation of containers by rail.
E. The impact of bigger containers on inland waterways

86.
Data on the use of waterways for inland transport in African countries are not readily
available. The scattered information available suggests however, that inland water transport
systems have in general been neglected. The inland waterways in Africa are used mainly to
move volumes of low-value bulk commodities which are not suitable for containerization. It has
been in the transport of such commodities that the inherent advantage of inland waterway
transport have best been able to be exploited in Africa, i.e. the ability to carry large volumes
of cargo at lower costs than those of competing modes of transport. However, the African
experience is that these advantages are to some degree offset by the relatively low speed, which
has made this mode unattractive for containerized cargo especially because of the low turn round
of containers carried by inland water transport.

87.
Container transport by inland water transport still remains a highly attractive alternative
for African countries with navigable waterways. Operations over such Lakes i.e. Lake Victoria
and Lake Malawi are extensions of the national rail services. Restrictions on the of carriage of
bigger containers by rail as already described in Chapter III (C) will apply to lake services
especially over Lake Victoria where railway wagon ferries are used by railway networks of
Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. Where conventional water vessels and open barges are utilized
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the bigger containers may be a problem to carry unless the holds are sufficiently large to
accommodate them. Studies carried out by the Union of Inland Navigation have concluded that

an increase in dimensions like the one being proposed for ISO Series 2 containers would have
particularly serious consequences for inland navigation and the development of container
transport by inland waterways.
88.
Even using technical expedients, it is impossible to place four containers with a width
of more than 2.50 m abreast. In other words, the adoption of a larger standard than 2.S0 m
would result in a 25 per cent loss of capacity for all vessels operating on the major navigable
routes. In Europe river carriers are arguing for keeping the maximum width of the standard
container at 2.50 m and cannot but oppose its increase.
89.
It should be noted also that waterways operations do not correspond to the criteria of
rapidity which container owners impose on mem. Also very few containers handling facilities
and terminals exist alongside inland waterways in Africa. Global studies carried out by the
Union of Inland water Navigation have concluded that an increase in dimensions for containers
like the one being proposed for ISO Series 2 would have serious consequences for inland
navigation as it would result in a loss of capacity of all vessels operating on the major navigable
routes.

1.

Implications of bigger containers on inland waterways transport in Africa

90.
The inland water transport in Africa is mainly used to transport low-value commodities
which are the inherent value of the mode in the region. The bigger containers may be a problem
to carry unless the holds are sufficiently large to accommodate them. One major problem with
the carriage of all types of containers by inland waterways in the region is the lack of handling
equipment at inland waterways ports as many of them are mostly wooden jetties.
91.

The number of containers transported by inland waterways vessels will vary according

to a series of factors. The main factor is the available draught of the vessel which in turn
depends on the water level of the river/lake in use. Another factor is the clearance allowed
under physical structures i.e. bridges over the rivers etc. One other factor which affects the
movement of containers by inland waterways is the fact that industrial areas in many African
countries which are the major origins and destinations for container traffic are not normally
situated near inland waterways.

CHAPTER IV

POUCY OPTIONS
FOR AFRICA

REGARDING BIGGER
CONTAINERS
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IV

POLICY OPTIONS FOR AFRICA REGARDING BIGGER CONTAINERS

92.
The first seminar on new generation of containers held in Geneva in November 1969
adopted a Resolution (see annex II) which urged standardization organizations all over the world
to ensure the highest degree of comparability with the present container standards in order not
to impose an excessive burden on developing countries when additional standards are to be
developed. The resolution further invited governments and important international organizations
to undertake studies on the economic, social and environmental impact of the existing container
dimensions and of the introduction of the new dimension standards.
93.
The only organization in Africa charged with matters dealing with standardization is the
African Regional Organization for Standardization. It is an intergovernmental organization
which was established in January 1977 and its objectives are:
To promote standardization activities in Africa;
To elaborate regional standards;
To promote social, industrial and economic development and provide consumer
production and human safety by advocating and establishing activities concerning
standardization in Africa; and
To promote the harmonization of the views of its members and their contribution

and participation at the international level in the field of standardization.
94.

As already mentioned in the introductory chapter of this document, ECA collaborated

with ARSO in the review of the ISO Series 1 containers and its technical committee on transport
and communications, approved ISO Series 1 containers as the standard containers for the African
region. No studies have been conducted in Africa since the 1984 ARSO meeting to review the

new global trends in container dimensions. ECA participated in the second ECE global meeting
on new container dimensions held in September 1992 in Geneva where the Resolution Annex II
on new container dimensions was adapted. ECA, therefore, supports the Resolution and African

countries should use the Resolution and its recommendations as a basis for making decisions and
solving policy problems regarding bigger containers. ECA stands ready to continue its support
to ARSO and member States on problems concerning container dimensions.
95.

It is important for African policy makers to keep in mind the following points while

considering the impact of increasing dimensions of containers:
(i)

The prime objective of containerization was to ensure standardization on the
various modes involved in international transportation. This being the case,
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facilities in Africa have been developed at ports, railways, roads and inland
waterways for handling of ISO Series containers. The introduction of bigger
containers will defeat the very purpose of multimodal transportation which many
countries have embarked upon during the implementation of UNTACDA I and
n.

(ii)

In order to handle standard ISO containers, large investments have been made at
ports; railways and road transport and permanent structures like bridges, culverts,
tunnels etc. These have been constructed accordingly. It would be difficult to
make additional investments for handling the proposed new containers;

(iii)

Given the responsibility of Governments in the fields of land transport
infrastructure, traffic safety, and social developments, it is appropriate that
governments should inform the industry and transport operators about long-term
planning in the field of transport policy and infrastructure developments. Only
then, could the transport industry and operators make rational and sound longterm investment decisions and could standardization organizations like ARSO
prepare realistic and forward-looking policy guidelines on container standards at
a regional level.

(iv)

Bigger containers would increase transportation costs and it is unrealistic to
consider them since African legislation do not permit greater than 40' containers
inland. Most developing countries in other regions especially those in Asia face
the same problems, therefore, it would be useful to carry out a detailed study on

the subject during the implementation of UNTACDA II.

96.

A recent meeting of Working Party on multimodal/Surface Transport organized by the

international chamber of Commerce in Paris in May 1993 concluded that in the case of Africa
the issue of bigger containers should be reviewed after a cost/benefit analysis is conducted, that
would take into consideration the interests of all commercial parties in the transport chain.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS
AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
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V CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.
African countries have introduced containers and container transport into their trades.
They have invested heavily in both the equipment and infrastructure to handle and operate ISO
Series 1 containers. Holding stable the present basic dimensions of ISO Series 1 standard
containers will definitely maintain the countries confidence in the development of multimodal
transport services based on these standards. The countries do not need bigger containers neither
for their domestic trade nor for their inter-African and overseas trades. If, however under
pressure from overseas trading partners or operators seeking to introduce such containers,
non-ISO standard containers enter the region, it would be logical if the additional costs for
handling such containers were borne by the foreign operators and/or the trading partners.

2.
Statistics of the World container stock indicate that a high degree of homogeneity of the
world dry-cargo container fleet in relation to container dimensions and ratings have been
maintained from the beginning of containerization on the basis of standards adopted by ISO.
The homogeneity has been spreading constantly, reflecting the wide, voluntary acceptance by
the industry of the existing ISO container standards. The most important of these standards from
the point of view of intermodality is ISO 668 standard, defining classification, external
dimensions and rating (maximum gross mass) of the Series 1 freight containers, already
approved as the African standard for containers. The result is that most container operators
in the region are already convinced that premature obsolescence of their container transport
investments will not occur.

3.
The policy to be chosen by many African countries on investments on container transport
will largely depend on the present and future quantities of non-ISO standard containers to be
handled. If the throughput is limited to small numbers one possibility would be to consider
unstuffying the containers within port areas, or refuse permission to such containers to
enter a country, in cases where the trading partner is not willing to meet the extra costs of
handling such containers.
4.
Efforts should be made during UNTACDAII to conduct a regional study on the subject,
of non-ISO containers since it is already known that they will pose particular problems to
African countries because their infrastructure are designed to handle ISO standard containers

only.

The overall objective of such a study would be to assist the African countries in the
formulation of appropriate policies for the future standard containers. The immediate objectives

would be to:

(i)

Estimate present and future demand for inland movement of containers,

particularly those of non-ISO standards such as high cube and oversize
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containers;

(ii)

Identify constraints on such movements in ports, railways, roads and
inland waterway trunk routes;

(iii)

Recommend means of alleviating these constraints; and

(iv)

Provide broad estimates of the costs and benefits of implementing the
recommendations.

Unless such a study is conducted, Africa risks starting the 21st Century with
uncertainties in the future of container transport in the region. The study has to take into
considerations the interests of all commercial and operating parties in the transport
corridors in the region.
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ANNEX I

Resolution adopted by the UN/ECE Seminar on the
impact of increasing Dimensions of Loading Units

\'^

.

...

on combined Transport*1
(on 4 September 1992 at Genera)
Participants in the Seminar.

r

Bearing in mind the results of the 1989 Geneva Seminar on dimensions of loading units
(containers, swap-bodies, etc.),

i

Considering that the increasing volumes of inland goods transport can only be handled
in the future, if optimum use is made of the transport infrastructure including all modes of
transport,

Underlining the important role of combined transport**2 to allow an efficient and
effective utilization of the individual modes with a view to mitigating the external effects of
transport and to bring transport chains in line with modern market requirements,
Taking note of the concern expressed in many transport circles and by many

Governments about the impact of increasing dimensions of loading units on the organization of
the combined transport chain and on transport infrastructure,
Aware that global standardization of all dimensional components of loading units used
in combined transport would considerably enhance transport productivity,
,,,,,.
Recognizing that for certain trades, constituting at present a small proportion of total
international trade, the dimensions of
existing ISO Series 1 containers do not constitute an optimum solution, consistent with integrated
production/transportation logistics,
Being aware that the uncontrolled proliferation of non-standard loading units should be
avoided,

l*
TJxe Seminar
United Nations Economic
assistance of the UNCTAD
experts from governments
Asia, Australasia, Europe

for

was convened under the auspices of the
Commission for Europe
(ECE)
with the
secretariat and assembled more than 120
and the transport industry in Africa,
and North America.

2**
The term "combined transport" can be taken as a synonym
intermodal or multimodal transport in the context of the

Seminar discussions.

(ii)

Taking note of the considerations within ISO/TC104 towards a new series of containers
(ISO Series 2 freight containers) which represent a new and innovative industrial approach and
may provide a starting point from which a possible new global container

standard could be developed aiming at increased efficiency of transport operations while keeping
adaptation costs at an acceptable level,

Welcoming the proposal of the ISO not to increase the maximum gross weight qi future

containers beyond the maximum allowed for existing 40 containers,

Taking note that, in view of increasing door-to-door transport operations, replacing
traditional port-to-port traffic, world-wide acceptance of a new series of containers wpuld be
facilitated if future container standards were in line with foreseeable national traffic legislation
and inland infrastructure requirements,

Taking also into account the concerns of inland water and rail transport operators which
would face considerable problems if dimensions other than those of existing ISO Series 1
containers would need to be handled,

Welcoming the large number of contributions presented at the Seminar which had been
prepared world-wide by Governments and

international organizations as a follow-up to the first 1989 Geneva Seminar,
Ta]rinp into account the proceedings of the Seminar contained in its report (ECE
document TRANS/SEM.10/4,)

1

Consider that a long-term scheme for the development of inner and outer

dimensions of loading units used in combined transport must be both realistic and forwardlooking, i.e. take into account:

(a)

the present considerable investments made in combined transport equipment and
infrastructure; and

(b)

the emerging general trade needs and technological developments,

(c)

the growing sensitivity of the public opinion about the impact of increasing traffic
and about the environment,

2.

Recommend that existing ISO Series 1 containers which particularly in most

developing countries had been the basis for recent large scale investment infrastructure, rolling
stock and handling equipment, should continue to be the main container standard which should
be improved in line with emerging market requirements,

(iii)
3.
Stress that any standardization of loading units must be forward looking to allow
Governments and industry the opportunity for adequate planning to accommodate near and
distant future commercial and technological development;

4.

Underline that inland transport infrastructure, having a long service life and being

difficult to change, must be taken into

(iv)

account as a major factor in standardization considerations,
5.
Underline also that the harmonization of design criteria for all transport systems,
particularly for transport infrastructure, must be pursued and achieved, at least for major routes
as far as is practicable;

6.

Recommend that the following principles should guide Governments and

international organizations concerned in their approach towards acceptance and standardization
of new dimensions of loading units which would be acceptable to shippers and the transport
industry world-wide as well as to Governments responsible for inland transport infrastructure:
(a)

external dimensions of maritime and inland loading units should be compatible,
so far as possible, with each other and in line with future inland transport

regulations in order to ensure an economic use of transport equipment in inland
,

(b)

.

transport;

external dimensions of loading units should, so far as possible, be compatible

with foreseeable inland transport infrastructure for all major transport corridors;
(c)

taking into account paragraph (b) above, internal dimensions of maritime and
inland loading units should be based, so far as possible, on the internationally
standardized packaging module and unit load sizes;

(d)

the intermodality of all loading units should be ensured for the total transport
chain in order to allow easy transshipment between all modes of transport;

(e)

dimensional standardization criteria for application on a global level should be
based on the requirements of a considerable proportion of cargoes transported and
should not respond to specific trade needs only;

(f)

loading units should allow mechanized stuffing and tripping procedures as modern
production and distribution systems will increasingly require such features,

(g)

new standards for loading units should be compatible, as much as. possible, with
existing standards and should be maintained over long periods of time so as not
to jeopardize investments made in transport infrastructure,

en

rolling stock, vessels and handling equipment;

7.
Invite the transport industry and international standardization organizations to take
into account as important guidelines the following transport policy and infrastructure
developments as well as operational requirements in their designing and standardizing of
dimensions of loading units to be used on a global level"
(a)

Width:
As a general rule, most countries in Africa, Asia and Europe allow for
road transport a maximum width of 2.50 m, for infrastructure and safety
reasons. In Europe exceptions exist for temperature controlled vehicles
given their marginal use;
An outer width for road vehicles of 2.60 m is allowed in some European
and North American countries;
For the optimum stuffing and stripping of internationally standardized

packaging modules and unit load sizes in all circumstances, ample internal width is required.
For technical reasons this would lead to an outer with of more than 2.50 m. Many experts argue
that, from a stowing point of view, an outer width of more than 2.55 m would not be necessary;
(b)

Height:

Loading units with a height of up to 2.60 m do not create problems in
inland transport. A height of 2.90 m (9'6") poses difficulties for inland
transport in a number of countries, particularly if such height is coupled
with a width of more than 2.5m;
(c)

Length:

'

While in North America the transport of 45', 49', 49', or 53', long
containers would be possible, the transport of such loading units would
also create difficulties for the other inland modes in many countries, their
use would be restricted or not permitted;
8.
Conclude that for the foreseeable future the regular inland transport of loading
units (containers, swap-bodies, etc.) with a length of 49' (14.90m) and a width of 8'6 (2.60m)
would be virtually excluded in most countries in Africa, Asia, Europe and Australasia. Equally
the 24*6" (7.43 m) half-size container proposed by the ISO would not be acceptable because of
its width. It was also felt by some countries that the acceptance of the half-size container would
open the door for the 49* long unit for reasons of modularity;
9.

Regret the lack of comprehensive cost-benefit studies to justify the demand for, and the

economic viability of the proposed new ISO series 2 standard containers;
10.
Feel that the following considerations should also be borne in mind with respect
to operations in certain countries.

(v)

A container module with a length of 7.43 m (24'6"), a width of 2.50 m and a
height of 2.60 m would , from a technical and legal standpoint, be acceptable for
inland transport in many countries. While some countries felt that such loading
units would be commercially attractive, for a large number of other countries
such dimensions would be neither economic nor viable. Increases, particularly

in with and height, beyond these dimensions would lead to an increase in
difficulties for the handling and transport of such loading units. A world-wide
use of loading units with dimensions beyond 2.55 m in width and 2.90 m in
height would not seem to be possible;

11.
Invite the UN/ECE Inland Transport Committee to endorse the report of the
Seminar with the request that this resolution as well as the report of the Seminar be brought to
the attention of all ECE member countries as well as to all competent international organizations.
The UNCTAD secretariat was invited to inform all UNCTAD member countries likewise.
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